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Studies of selective attention suggest a system vhich operates across

modalities and on many forms of internal representation. Complex analysis,

even semantic analysis, of sensory input may occur automatically (vithout

attention), but attention controls the locus of action. Investigation of

spatial attention vithin the visual system provides a means to explore the
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Nearly a century ago, Villiam James, a pioneer in the Integration of

knowledge from biology and psychology, wrote:

Everyone knows hat attention is. It is the taking
possession by the mind, in clear and vivid form, of

one out of what seem several simultaneously possible
objects or trains of thought. Focalization,
concentration, of consciousness are of its essence.
It Implies withdrawal from some things in order to

deal effectively with others...I

During the past two decades the properties of attention have been more

precisely defined by psychological investigtions and, recently, its study

has become an endeavor within the domain of neuroscience. It is now

possible to explore the connections between the subjective experience of

having one's attention drawn to a p1rticular sensory event and the neural

systems responsible.

Serial computation and limited capacity

Vhen computations carried out by the brain are effortful, in the

sense that elements compete for a common resource limited in capacity,

psychologists label then as requiring attention. Such computations are

often carried out serially. Processes in which activities are carried out

simultaneously (in parallel) without interfering with one another are said

to be automatic 2 ,3 .

The Importance of such a limited-capacity computation in human visual

performance Is clearly illustrated when one tries to detect the presence of

a particular object amoW disparate other objects. Vhen the object to be

detected differs frem other objects in the field of view by a single
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feature, such as color (Fig. IA) or orientation (Fig. 1), it can be

located easily and appears to pop out from the background. The visual

computation leading to its detection is rapid and relatively independent of

the total number of objects In the field of view. However, when a

conjunction of two (or more) attributes needs to be detected in order to

distinguish the object (Fig. IC), the computation is effortful and time

increases linearly with the number of elements in the fieldof view 4 .

Thus, in Fig. 1, the processing of individual attributes occurs

automatically, while conjoining attributes appears to require attention.

Why should attention to portions of the visual field be important in

object recognition? Students of computational vision
4 ,5 have argued that a

system which performs some types of processing only within selected regions

of the visual field is advantageous over one which duplicates expensive

processing apparatus at each location. A proposed hybrid system6 consists

of a parallel pre-attentive mechanism spanning the entire visual field and

a more limited-capacity, focal processor.

Selectiom by attention

Nov can one measure selection by attention? When attention is

directed to a particular sensory feature (e.g., spatial location, color,

orientation, movement, frequency), stimuli which have this feature are

processed more efficiently (faster responses, lowered thresholds) than they

would be if attention is not so directed. Stimuli not having the attended

feature are handled more poorly than othervisE. Thus the act of selection
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by attention often results in benefits to the processing 
of stimuli having

the attended feature and costs to the processing of stimuli not having the

attended feature
2 .

Experimentally, attention may be summoned to a particular spatial

location by the presentation of a visual cue (Fig. 2)2. The cue may appear

in the location to be selected or may consist of an arrow prfsented at

fixation (in the center of the visual display) which points toward the

location to be selected. After a variable interval of time a target

stimulus is presented, usually in the same location as indicated by the cue

(validly-cued condition) and occasionally in a location different 
from the

one which was cued (invalidly-cued condition). Human subjects show an

advantage in reaction time in the detection of a validly-cued target

relative to an invalidly-cued target.

For visual location, one might be inclined to suppose that selection

by attention is tied to the systems which produce eye movements in order to

foveate the position of interest. However, it has been clearly

demonstrated both in humans and in monkeys that one may shift attention in

visual space vithout any overt shift in gaze. Attention may be directed

covertly. Indeed, everyone has had the experience of having their

attention dravn by something in the periphery of their visual field prior

to the making of an eye or head movement to fixate the location of

interest. hile foveation produces increased acuity, a selected non-

foveated area vill show lover threshold7 and faster reaction time8'9 for

stimulus detection, a though the attended location was given priority Into



pathways leading to action. It is not clear hov much of this differerce is

due to facilitation of the cued location and hov much to inhibition of the

uncued location
9 ,10

If attention is moved to a visual location and then returned to the

center by the presentation of a cue at fixation, the previously facilitated

location vill shov a specific retardation of reaction times So stimuli

presented there (termed "inhibition of return") relative to other locations

in the visual field9 ,11 ,12  Vhile the facilitation effect appears to move

vith the eyes (i.e., is mapped in retinotopic coordinates), the inhibition-

of-return effect remains in a fixed spatial location vhile the eyes move

(i.e., is mapped in environmental coordinates)9 . Such an inhibition effect

may have evolved to maximize sampling of the visual environment. Vhen a

movement of attention Is followed by a movement of the eyes to the selected

location, attention returns to fixation. If the eyes then move avay from

the target location, events which subsequently occur at that spatial

location are inhibited from sumoning attention again. The long-lasting

nature of the inhibition-of-return effect (up to 2 sec) serves to bias the

next fey attentional shifts and subsequent eye movements toward the

gathering of information from fresh locations9 ,12.

Neural syatm

Can we connect specific aspects of selective attention to the neural

syitm which support it? Selective attention to visual locations is an

important apect of "alective attention which humans share with other
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animals, and it has been through investigations of visual-spatial attention

that connections are beginning to be made between mental operations related

to performance and the underlying anatomy and physiology.

hen one shifts covertly from one visual location to another, three

component mental operations are involved. First is to "disengage"

attention from its current focus, next attention must "move" toShe target,

and finally it "engages" the target9 . Cueing experiments vith visual-

spatial attention indicate that the full advantage of a validly-cued trial

over an invalidly-cued trial occurs by 150 msec after the presentation of

the cue2'9 . Thus, in this time attention has disengaged from fixation,

moved to and fully engaged the target location. The importance of the time

to disengage has been stressed recently in studies of saccades latencies in

monkeys and humans1 3 . It vas found that the time required to initiate an

eye movement to a peripheral target location decreases dramatically if the

subject is permitted to first disengage attention from fixation.

Patients vith lesions of the posterior parietal lobe of the cerebral

cortex often manifest a syndrome called neglect - disregard of stimuli in

spatial locations contralateral to the side of their brain lesion. These

patients usually recover from neglect over the months following the

lesions, however, they continue to show greatly increased reaction times

vhen an invalidly-cued target appears on the side contralateral to their

brain lesion4. These sam patients may shov normal ability in responding

to the target once they have been correctly cued and also equal ability to

move attention to the cue on either side. Such findings suggest little or
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no loss in the move or engage operations in the presence of massive deficit

in the disengage operation. Once visual attention in these patients is

engaged they have great difficulty disengaging it to a target vhich is

further from the side of the lesion than their current focus of attention.

The findings from parietal patients contrast sharply vith what. is

found in patients with midbrain lesions producing a loss in therability to

make saccadic eye movements. These patients show reduction in the speed of

moving attention, in directions for which no saccadics are possible, but no

specific deficit in the disengage operation15 . These same midbrain

patients show no evidence for Inhibition of return, although patients with

partetal lesions are normal in this regard (as also are patients with

frontal and basal-ganglia lesions) 12 .

Studies of the properties of nerve cells in the primate superior

colliculus indicate that many cells shov facilitation of their responses to

visual stimuli prior to the initiation of eye movements to the stimuli.

Thus the superior colliculus appears to be involved in controlling eye

movements to spatial locations folloving selection of these locations by

attention. Nerve cells in the primate posterior parietal cortex and

lateral pulvinar exhibit facilitation of their responses to attended

stimuli even in the absence of eye movements, and are thus involved in

covert shifts of attention16 ,17. Recent studies using a peripheral cueing

task (Fig. 2) vith alert monkeys found that microinjections of GABA-

agoniatic or GABA-ataogenistic agents Into the pulvinar selectively speeded

or sloved covert shifts of attention in the spatial direction contralateral



to the injection site1 8. These studies provide a start toward

understanding the components of visual-spatial attention in terms of

midbrain and cortical neurophysiology.

The role of selective attention in conjoining attributes during

visual perception is also beginning to find correlates at the neural level.

The recognition of objects involves the processing of &ie dispartate

features characterizing the object, a process that entails information-

transmission from the striate cortex (visual area VI), through various

extrastriate visual areas (V2, V3, VP, V4), to the inferior temporal cortex

(IT)19 ,20 . At each successive stage along this pathway there is an

increase in the size of the receptive fields of the neurons. Large

receptive fields may underlie the ability to recognize objects regardless

of location and it appears that selective attention permits the analysis of

an individual object out of many possible objects which may be present

within the large receptive field of a cortical neuron. Nerve cells in

areas V4 and IT have been found to respond specifically to attended stimuli

when there are several stimuli within their receptive fields 21 . Selective

attention thus results in unwanted information being filtered from the

receptive fields of neurons in these cortical areas.

Attention and languae

Because of the convergence of human performance and single cell

recording data In the area of visual-spatial attention it may be possible

to use it as a model for understanding the anatomy of other forms of



attention. Psychologists are particularly interested in the processing

language. One way of summarizing ideas about the role of attention in

processing visual language is shown in Figure 322. The figure suggests

that sensory input can automatically activate internal visual, phonetic

(vord name) and semantic (word meaning) representations. Attention may

also select any of these representations for further processing. For

example, one may conjure up a visual representation (an image of the word),

or the vord name may be used in tasks such as constructing rhymes, or the

semantic representation may be used in generating related words.

When a person attends to a location in visual space we have reviewed

evidence that information at that location is processed more efficiently

and at other locations less efficiently. Similarly when one selects a word

to pay attention to, related words appear facilitated and unrelated ones

are processed more slovly23 . There is another way of varying momentary

efficiency of processing which appears to behave differently. Suppose you

are asked to determine as quickly as possible whether or not a target

string of letter (e.g., NURSE or NURTE) is a word. If prior to receiving

the target string a related word (e.g., DOCTOR) is presented the

classification of the target as vord or non-vord will be more efficient

(more rapid and with fever errors)23,24 . Semantic priming of this type may

occur automatically even when you are trying to ignore the prime. Vhen

automatic priming occurs, it acts mainly to improve the processing of the

primed item over a control where no prime is presented, but it usually does

not retard very much the processing of items vhich are unrelated to the

prime 2 . On the other hand, priming may also result from a purely internal

9



intention to think about a particular category
23. In this case it must

involve attention and usually a combination of facilitation of %related

items and inhibition of items in other categories is observed
23 .

Two other factors support the automatic nature of priming. Priming

has been shown to occur when the prime is presented at speeds so rapid that

people deny it occurred25 ,26 ,
27. Moreover, automatic priming seems to

follow rules which are different than when the prime is attended. Vhen one

attends to a particular meaning of a word (e.g., palm as part of the hand),

priming is limited to yords related to that meaning (e.g., head, but not

oak); however, for unattended primes words related to either meaning appear

to be facilitated26 . In addition, in the attended case, the more

predictive the prime is of what is to follow, the stronger will be the

priming effect; this relation of probability to priming strength does not

occur for unattended primes27.

Patients with posterior lesions of the left hemisphere may suffer

from severe deficits in semantic processing called Wernicke's aphasn.

They do very poorly in making judgements of the relationship between words

and their spontaneous speech is often fluent in grammatical form but empty

of content. Studies of semantic priming using these patients show large

effects of semantic priming on their ability to judge whether a letter

string is or is not a vord28 . These findings indicate that such patients

have normal activation of semantic memory by words but are not able to use

the activation pattern to make deliberate judgements. It is. possible that

Vernicke's area may be part of the circuitry controlling the semantic

10



netvork in a way analogous to the role of the parietal lobe in the control

of visual-spatial stimuli. If this proves to be correct It would Illov us

to make more detailed comparisons of two distinct posterior attentional

systems. Such an analysis could greatly enlarge our understanding of the

neural systems related to attention.

Cognitive control

Ve have discussed the operation of tvo posterior brain systems that

may be involved in selective attention. One is for the selection of

spatial location and one Is involved with the selection of semantic

information. Are these independent modules or are they part of a more

general attentional system? This has been a controversial issue within

psychology. Dual-task studies have always shown some independence between

spatial and language processing29. Nonetheless, there is also evidence

that, for example, attending to language information can interfere with

processing spatial cues. This interaction not only delays responding but

can retard the shift of visual attention as vell3 0,31. Moreover, the

ability of parietal patients to attend normally to validly cued targets

presented to the damaged hemisphere suggests that the source of the

attention effect must lie outside the damaged parietal lobe.

It is obviously important to be able to avoid control by sensory

stimulation in order to perform many cognitive tasks. Just as posterior

attentional systems act to select candidate sensory stimuli, it is possible

that higher levels of the system act to prevent sensory events from

inappropriate control of performance.

11
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A number of lines of evidence suggest that the dorsolateral

prefrontal cortex may play an important role in this higher level of

attention. Anatomical and cerebral blood flo studies illustrate the close

connections between the parietal cortex and this area of the frontal

lobe 32. Studies of patients vith lesions of this area show a reduction in

the EEG signs related to early selection of auditory information and these

patients that shov related performance decrements 33. Similar deficits in

event related potential have been found in schizophrenic subjects34 , who

have been described as lacking higher levels of attentional control35 .

Furthermore, blood flow studies of schizophrenics involved in shifting

attention between the different stimulus dimensions of color, form and

number in a card sorting task have shown a deficit that is most apparent in

the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex36 .

The deficits found in adult patients vith frontal lesions indicate

their difficulty in maintaining coherent programs designed to reach a

goal37,38 . They are frequently distracted from the goal by sensory events

as though they vere less able than normals to control activation induced by

sensory events. An analogy betveen monkeys vith frontal lesions and the

developmental stages of human infants has been observed in a goal directed

task of reaching for a visible object presented within a plexiglass box.

The infants, like monkeys with frontal lesions, seem remarkably constrained

to reach following the line of sight even when that means contacting a

closed side, rather than being able to reach through the opening to

retrieve the object39 . There is a lfo period of development required for

Infants to achieve adequate inhibitory control over immediately present

senasry event*40.

12



These findings provide a start tovard understanding hoy frontal areas

may become Involved in determining vhether or not selectea sensory

Information will influence performance. This skill must be of great

importance in our ability to achieve a coherent program of performance in

the service of internally stored goals. A more exact understanding of the

anatomical substrates of this form of attention should help our

understanding of the wide variety of conditions that have been considered

to be attentional disorders.

13
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Figure 1. Automatic and effortful processing in human visual performance.

In each case the disparate object is the quadrant in the upper Seft corner.

When it differs in (A) color or (B) form alone, the quadrant pops out from

the background. hen a conjunction (C) of color and form is needed to

distinguish the quadrant, boundary tracing becomes effortful.

Figure 2. Summoning attention vith a visual-spatial cue. At time 1

the subject examines a display of three boxes, each separated by 7 degrees.

At time 2 one of the peripheral boxes brightens, cueing the subject's

attention. At time 3 a target stimuli appears on the side of the cue

(validly-cued target) or on the opposite side (invalidly-cued target). The

subject responds to the appearance of the target by pressing a key.

Throughout an experimental trial, the subject's eyes remain focussed on the

spot in the central box.
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Figure 3. A view of nervous-system organization while reading words.

The three major internal representations (codes) are called4 visual,

phonetic and semantic. Spelling-pattern codes (sp) are constructed from

representations of alphabetic letters, vhich in turn are constructed from

representations of component orientations. In reading a word, information

may be processed via a visual code for the word, v(v), through a phonetic

code, p(v), and finally to a representation of the word's meaning, m(v).

Codes for word meanings are combined to yield representations of meaning

for word groups, m(vg). Other pathways might proceed from visual sep-codes

to phonetic sp-codes and thence to p(v). Fluent readers can pass from

visual directly to semantic representations. The results from unconscious

priming exper.ments indicate the possibility of passing from a primitive

visual code directly to meaning. Host of the indicated pathways can be

activated automatically, vithout the aid of attention (the circled A).

Attention is left free to integrate the 4iscourse into a meaningful whole,

but can also be brought to bear on any of the internal representations.

Adapted from Ref. 22.
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